Pipe Support Rollers - Casing Spacer Roller Wheels - Roller Cradles for Axial pipe Movement

SLIDING PIPE SUPPORT ROLLERS FOR AXIAL FORCE MOVEMENT

Diameter range: 4 inch - 120 inch
Stainless steel 304L, Galvanized steel.

**Pipeline slide roller supports** accommodate high axial movement in pipelines.

Pipe support slide rollers are used especially where ambient or internal temperature changes are present. The system may be used in LNG, LPG, OIL and water pipelines.

Supports consists of a bracket and cradle form with rollers fixed to a containment structure.

Slide pipe support solutions are available for most pipe movement applications.

Contact us with a basic description, pipe sizing and other pertinent information for your project.

**Where pipelines are affected by axial and lateral forces,** directional roller elements can be replaced with omni directional rollers. Omni pipe roller supports allow axial and rotational pipe movement.
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